In this paper, we confine our considerations to the case of infinite U, and discuss in this section the case in which d-level is located on the Fermi surface, that is, Ea = 0.
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m which c,'Jc represents the state with unoccupied d-state and which an electron \Yith np (clown) spin occupies localized d-state. The state with two occupied d-electrons is excluclecl by infinite U. Each of these three components of tl1e ,,-a\-e-fnnction is considered to be normalized in itself, and cf;0 and (s\3) are connected ,_,-ith each other by the mixing; part of the Hamiltonian, the second term of ! I) . For this postulate, 1 110• and c/,,1 should h<tYe such numbers of localized conduction electrcllls near the impurity site as shown in Fig. 1 because of the ~-\nderccon urthogon;1lity theorem. 1 '· In this figure, oj;-: denotes the localized electron number for up-and clown-spin electron in c;J0 and -1 j in (,0,) represents the localized up-spin (clcnyn-spin) bole number. \-Yith the three componentc; of the \\":lYe-function described abo\"e, the groundc;tatc energy and gnnincl-state wa\"e-Iunction of the Hamiltunian (1) can be calcula!t'd from the foll(l\Ying eigenvalue equations:
where Eu <mel Eu.,l are the expectation Yalues of the kinetic energy in 1\ and the off-diagonal comp()nents of the mi:,ing Hamihonian between ( c,' J,1) and In the absence of magnetic field \1·c-have = C,,,
Tlwn, lYE' obtain energy eigenvalue E and the wa\"'2-lunclion ,,j-thc-
A 
and obtain the energy-eigenvalue and the wave-function of the ground state as
E=Eo-IH~all±sinQ,
where the same notations are used as m the case of infinite U.
(10)
On the other hand, the exact solution gives rise to the energy-eigenvalue as
where J is npl Vl 2 , with p being the state density of the conduction electrons at the Fermi energy and 2D represents the band width. The average number of localized d-electrons is given by (nrz) = L. Therefore, sin(} is equal to zero and then o/n becomes ~ by (12). This value of o/n is consistent with the fact that E 0 is equal to Eft.
From (13), with the use of the relation
where Emix denotes the average value of the mixing part of the Hamiltonian, we
and 
. Approximate evaluation for three energies
Now we apply the lowest-order perturbation theory to the present Hamiltonian m order to obtain more information about three energies, E0, Ea and IH~al· Such calculations have already been made by Varma and Yafet.7l Therefore, we present here only the main results necessary for our purposes.
In this approximate method, <{10 and </Ja.s are simply put as
where Na -112 is the normalization factor and </JF represents the Fermi vacuum.
Thus, the phase shift of the conduction electrons in <{10-component is fixed to zero. This means that the compensation theorem is not satisfied in this approximation. With the use of three components of the wave-function given by (23) 
where energy eigenvalue E is given by (27) Inserting (25) and (26) into (6), ~we obtain the expression for the average number of d-electrons \vith (j spin, nr16, as
If we eliminate E from this equation vvith the use of (27), the relation between of E"-E0 in the exact theory becomes smaller than that given by the present approximation. As a result, it is expected that the value of na6 for Er~ = 0 becomes larger and Ea for lla 6 = ± becomes smaller in magnitude. vVith the use of the relation (33) the electrical resistivity in the presence of the magnetic field can be calculated as In this expression the first term seems to exceed in magnitude the second term which is expected to be always positive. More general behavior of the magnetoresistance can easily be seen from the following expression which can be derived from (34), p(H) =E!. {cos(rr(nd)) -cos(2rr(S))} 2 2 1-cos (rr(nd)) ·cos (2rr(S)) ' (38) where Po is the unitarity limit value of the resistivity. The two arguments of cosme m (38) , (39a) (39b) which represent the average number of localized d-electrons and the induced spin moment, are expected to be monotonically increasing functions of the magnetic field and to approach the limiting value of unity for large field. Therefore, if the value of (na) for zero field is less than one half, (na) first passes through a value of ~ and subsequently 2(S) passes through the same value as a magnetic field is increased. At these two points the resistivity takes the values of cos' (2n(S)) and cos 2 (n(na)) in the unit of p0/2, respectively; they can be written as sin 2 (2n[C, [ 2 ) and the former value is larger than the latter. For the s-d limit in which (na) is equal to unity, (38) is reduced naturally to p0 cos' (~C(S)).
The initial value, p (0), decreases from Po to zero when Ea is raised from min us infinity to plus infinity. § 6. Discussion
In this paper, we have presented a simple consideration on the ground state of the asymmetric Anderson Hamiltonian in which Coulomb repulsion U is assumed to be infinite. It has been inferred from the consideration that the phase shift of the conduction electrons with the Fermi energy decreases monotonically from n/2 to zero as the energy level of the localized d-state varies from minus infinity to plus infinity. En route o/n passes through a value of one quarter at a certain negative value of Ea and takes a smaller value than one quarter at Ea=O. Nothing special occurs at Ea = 0. The qualitative behavior of the magnetoresistance is also discussed from the same viewpoint.
Reasoning presented here is a simple qualitative one and obtained results should be confirmed by direct and rigorous calculations. Particularly, the value which sin(} or o/n takes at Ea=O should be determined accurately.
However, qualitative conclusions obtained in this paper are expected to be of some value for understanding the fundamental nature of the ground state of the asymmetric Anderson Hamiltonian.
